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Sangoma Technologies and NComm, Inc. Enter Technology Partnership

Sangoma Adopts NComm OAM Technology to Improve Ease-of-Deployment of Mission-Critical Telephony Solutions

TORONTO, ONTARIO--(Marketwire - May 10, 2010) - Sangoma® Technologies Corporation (TSX VENTURE:STC), a leading supplier of hardware and software
enabling server-based voice and data communication applications, today announced that it has selected NComm Inc. as their supplier of choice for the Operations,
Administration and Maintenance (OAM) software of their T1/E1 and analog telephony board products. The software provides comprehensive management tools for
T1/E1 telephony connectivity protocols and adds OA&M capabilities for diagnosing and quickly resolving installation issues in today's complex telephony
environments.

"All our customers, whether they use open source or proprietary telephony solutions, need to reduce the time and cost required to install and maintain their telecom
products," said Frederic Dickey, director of product management at Sangoma. "We strive to reduce the Total Cost of Ownership of Sangoma-based telephony
systems, and adding professional-level OAM software to our base digital telephony product line adds even more capabilities to this strategy."

The partnership adds NComm's OAM software to Sangoma's award-winning digital telephony and analog cards. With its plug-and-play drivers, the cards are used
seamlessly in highly popular open source telephony frameworks such as FreeSWITCH™ and Asterisk®, but also in a growing number of proprietary call center, IVR
or PBX applications. Sangoma's cards power some of the world's leading communication systems.

"The success of NComm is based on the quality of our products and technical support, to ensure the success of our users," said William T. Matern, president and
founder of NComm, Inc. "We believe the NComm software is a great addition to Sangoma's already robust product line for mission-critical telephony applications."

About Sangoma Technologies Corporation

Sangoma is the premium provider of voice and data connectivity components for software-based communication applications. Sangoma's data cards, voice cards,
gateways and connectivity software are used in leading PBX, IVR, contact center and data-communication applications worldwide. The product line represents a
comprehensive toolset for deploying cost-effective, powerful, and flexible software communication applications.

Founded in 1984, Sangoma Technologies Corporation is publicly traded on the TSX Venture Exchange (TSX VENTURE:STC). Additional information on Sangoma can
be found at: www.sangoma.com.

About NComm

NComm delivers complete, standard compliant, source code packages that reduce LAN/WAN interface development time by staff years and dramatically reduce
development cost. Its offerings eliminate an entire class of embedded software development for access technologies like Ethernet, T1, E1, T3, E3, SONET/SDH
including Automatic Protection Switching, Primary Rate ISDN and Sync Status Message management. Using NComm's software, many users have had their
interfaces fully functional in a day rather than a year.

For more information, please visit the NComm website at www.ncomm.com or contact John Brandte, 1-603-329-5221 x60, john@ncomm.com.

The TSX Venture Exchange does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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